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Singapore is famous for many reasons such as pubs, discos, clubs, restaurants and shopping malls.
If any person visits Singapore then he/she should visit Singapore clubs. Here we will discuss
popular and famous Singapore clubs. The famous Singapore clubs are as follows:

1.	Firstly, the most important and famous club in Singapore is Dance at Zouk. It is considered to be
the classy and best club and it is offers the best music. This club is divided into four main areas
such as Velvet underground lounge, outside wine bar and phuture. The entry fee for each person is
$ 35.

2.	In case of discussing best Singapore clubs then we should mention Chill at Attica. It is considered
to be the popular nightclub in Singapore. This club offers the wide range of wine and other activities.

3.	Another famous club in Singapore is cheap drinks at Dbl, O. the area of Dbl, O is almost 6000
square feet and it is considered to be the most popular club in Singapore since 2000. This nightclub
offers cheap drinks as compared to other Singapore clubs. Furthermore, this club offers free drinks
for women on Wednesday nights.

4.	Furthermore, Club 2040 is also included in the popular Singapore clubs. The membership of this
club is $ 65 per year and this club arrange almost five major events monthly. This club is located in
Neil Road, Singapore.

5.	Another popular club in Singapore is over forty clubs. This club organize special activities such as
dining, festive celebrations and trips. Moreover, this club has strict policy related to the personal
information of members. The membership fee of this club is $ 134 annually. This club is especially
open for those people who are older than at the age of 40. So those people whose age above forty
and wants to enjoy they should get the membership of this club.

6.	Last famous Singapore club is its Just Lunch club. This club offers the wide variety of services to
their clients and members. Furthermore, the membership fee of this club is $ 787 annually.

Finally, we can say that these are best and popular Singapore clubs. If we want to mention the best
clubs in the whole world then we should mention these Singapore clubs.

Hence, we can say that apart from these clubs Singapore is popular and renowned for other
interesting features such as pubs, discos and restaurants. So if nay person wants to make plan for
spending his/her vacations then he/she should choose Singapore as the best and popular
destination all over the world. By visiting Singapore, person will find the wide range of shopping
malls, landscapes, beaches, resorts, restaurants and many more things.
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